Seamless Turnkey Solution

Osmose can integrate pole replacement design into your current pole inspection program and provide experienced technicians and designers, armed with engineering tools, to support the turnkey design of pole replacements. We customize our processes and deliverables to seamlessly integrate with your work management systems and procedures.

Utilizing Osmose’s pole replacement design solutions allows you to dedicate scarce engineering resources to mission-critical and revenue-generating work, while reducing the risks created by the failure to replace reject poles in a timely manner.

Why Choose Osmose?

Pole replacements, overloaded poles, and reject poles require engineers and designers to create a work order and design in order for crews to replace the pole. Osmose integrates this solution with your pole inspection program to seamlessly take you from an inspection to a construction-ready work order.

Osmose can:

✓ Manage a full turnkey process incorporated with your pole inspection program
✓ Leverage the inspection field visit to also collect engineering data
✓ Reduce costs and avoid backlogs of poles requiring replacement
✓ Provide technicians on and off-site who can more cost-effectively tackle your pole replacement design work
✓ Coordinate transfers with your licensees, including notifications and make-ready

The Osmose Turnkey Process

To contact your local Osmose professional, call 770.631.6995 or email poleinfo@osmose.com.
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